Abstract
During the initial job designs it became clear that a system was needed which could handle both continuous pipe (CT) and jointed pipe. This system is needed for the following reasons: . .....'.. ,. .:..,, q When using CTD to drill drainhole.s in an existing well, it is often necessary to pull and re-run the jointed production tubhg.
References and figures at end-of paper. Each of these types of hybrid systems have their advantages and disadvantages, shown in Table 1 .
The ability of a hybrid snubbing and CT system to run jointed pipe underbalanced was one factor in favor of this approach.
One of the advantages of CTD is that it can be used to drill underbalanced safely. If a producing section is drillad underbalanced it would be best for the formation to run the casing or liner underbalanced as well.
Anothar important factor in favor of this approach was that with this system the axial loads could be transmitted through the wellhead. This may become important when working offshore as the platform may not be able to support a load up to 170,000
Ibs.
The final significant reason for choosing a hybrid snubbing and CT system was that the resulting system does not look like a rig! CT services have always been promoted as "rigless" operations. For marketing reasons it was desirable to maintain the distinction fro-m a rig for CTD and CTC activities. 
Case Hktory
This system was first used to drill a new shallow gas well. A water well rig had drilled the pilot hole and set 8 5/8" surface pipe to 140 ft. CTD was used to drill a 6.5" hole to 2,290 ft. Then 4.5" jointed casing was run.
The CT unit used on this job had a different injector head than the one the system was designed for. Instead of modifying the trolley for the injector, the trolley was removed and the crane was used to handle the injector.
Since the well was shallow, the crane was used to lower most of the casing using the lower stationary slip bowls to suspend the pipe.
At one point a bridge was encountered.
The traveling slips were installed into the jack and used to push the casing through the bridge. Then another bridge was encountered which the casing could not be pushed through.
Finally a rig was used to ream the hole and set the casing. [f the system had the ability to rotate the casing it would have been able to complete the well.
Conclusions
The first hybrid CT/snubbing system has been developed and used in the field, although the first application did not utilize much of the system's potential.
It did show that having the ability to rotate the casing is important. 
